
WITCHES AND PAGANS

Wyrd ::: weaver of being

Germanic traditions preserved a dynamic cosmology of the Three 
Fates. The Norse conceived of the Fates as Being in motion, spinning 
and turning. They called the eldest Norn Urð, while the Saxons called 
Fate Wurð, the Germans Wurt, and the Anglo-Saxons Wyrd.110 These 
names are the completed aspect of the verb “to be, to become.”111 
“Became”: the shaper of destiny herself sums up fates already fulfilled, 
as she brings new things into being. In Old English sources, “The  
creation of the Fates changes the world under the heavens.”112 Wyrd or 
Werd gave rise to the medieval word for destiny: weird.

These concepts of the divine go deep into Indo-European history, 
before Latin and German, or even Sanskrit, had branched off into 
distinct languages. The names of the Norns (most obviously that 
of Verðandi) are related to Sanskrit vartana, “turning,” a word that 
appears frequently in Indic deity litanies—and which also means 
“spindle.” From the same root *wert, the rotating movement of the 
spindle is named wirtel in German, vreteno in Slavonic, and gwerthyd 
in Welsh.114 It also shows in the Latin verb “to turn”—vertere or vortere. 

The fateful goddesses had deep roots in tribal Germanic cultures. 
They show up in Icelandic sagas, Frisian common law, and Anglo-
Saxon epics and proverbs.115 Wyrd appears often in Old English 
gnomic verse, which encoded folk wisdom in mnemonic rhymes. 
The gnomic proverbs encoded nuggets of heathen lore. Bith-gnomes 
described the essence of things, and sceal-gnomes called for action.116 
Anglo-Saxon sceal is the word “shall,” related to Skuld, the third Norn. 
The Old English sceal carries a sense of imperative necessity, as that 
which must be, and connoted strong intention. “Wyrd goes as she 
shall,” says a proverb in Beowulf. Gaeth a wyrd swa hio scel.117

In gnomic verse, the Old Goddess brings into being, moves and 
changes. Seo Wyrd geweard: So Wyrd became, or happened. She 
arrives at moments of destiny: “The Wurth drew near,”118 and “Thiu 
Wurðh is at handun.”119 She also dissolves and transforms what already 
exists: “Wyrd swept all away.”120 

Wyrd byð swiðost: Wyrd is mightiest.  
—Cotton Maxims, England, ca. 900 CE113
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The Webs of Wyrd

Wyrd is shown as a fateful presence at births in the Corpus Gloss 
(circa 725), which renders the Roman fate-name Parcae into Old 
English as wyrdae, “weirds.”121 Anglo-Saxon traditions speak of Wyrd 
as knotting, writing, ordaining, causing and arousing.123 She grants 
good fortune, or she withholds it: “Wyrd did not allot him so.” She 
escapes the notice of mortals, sometimes fooling them, leading them 
astray, or causing their fall. Ultimately, Wyrd deals death to all. A 
German source says, “Wurth took him away.”124

Some Old English gnomic sayings conceive of Wyrd as a weaver: 
“what Wyrd wove for me” (me thæt Wyrd gewaf).125 Another phrase 
is “woven by the decrees of fate.”126 Anglo-Saxon gewif, “fortune,” is 

Three Wyrds, Franks Casket, carved whalebone, England, ca 700 CE 
At right, three women in long hooded robes work strands between them, 
ordaining a warrior’s fate. To their left, a dís or valkyrie stands beside a 

warrior’s grave-barrow, holding a staff and cup. His horse mourns beside 
the mound, with a raven beneath. At far left, the helmeted warrior stands 
before a spirit woman seated on a stone. She is winged and has the head 

and feet of a deer. She holds out a flowering tree or branch, proffering 
regeneration to the dead warrior. Translating the runes is difficult, since 
the characters run together, some are broken, and several are unknown. 

Consequently, interpretation of the images has been all over the map. 
Most readings fail to perceive the powerful female presence in this panel. 

The idea that it shows the Fates has been around for half a century,  
but has not been picked up on until recently.122
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WITCHES AND PAGANS

closely related to gewæf, “wove.” The connection of these concepts is 
spread out over several northern European languages. Old English 
ēad, “fortune,” is related to the Lithuanian verb audmi, “I weave,” and 
to Norse authna “fate, fortune, luck,” and authenn “fated, destined.”127 

In Norse auðna meant “to be fated, ordained by fate.” From the 
same root came vaðmál, “homespun cloth,” which was a basic unit of 
exchange in Iceland, and thus a measure of wealth, or fortune. As Wil-
liam Miller remarks, “The ancient Indo-European idea linking auðun 
and vaðmal is weaving.” He adds that the link of weaving, wealth, and 
fortune goes to the Fates, “whether as Norns, Moirae, or Parcae.”128

The Anglo-Saxon word wyrdstæf was a name for what Fate ordains. 
The term resonates with the Norse rūnstæf, which were divinatory 
wooden lots. The only surviving use of wyrdstæf combines it with the 
word “woven”: “when comes that season woven by fate’s decrees.”129 
This same line is also translated as “the time woven on Wyrd’s loom.” 
(thrāg ... wefen wyrdstafum, taking wyrdstæf as “loom”)130 

These heathen concepts survived christianization. Literate clergy 
parsed them according to the interpretatio romana. An entire series  
of medieval Latin glosses equates Wyrd with Fata and the goddess  
Fortuna, and with fate and lots: Fati wyrde oððe gegonges; Fata wyrde;  
Fatis wyrdum; Fors wyrd; Fortuna wyrd; Fortunae wyrde; Sortem  
wyrd; Fatu wyrde.”131 These associations give an idea of how pervasive 
the concept of Wyrd was in Anglo-Saxon culture.

An engrained belief in the supreme power of Wyrd persisted 
among the people long after pagan religion was officially abolished. 
In England, the Cotton Maxims accommodated Christianity but still 
asserted the primacy of the Fate Goddess: “the glories of Christ are 
great; Wyrd is mightiest.”132 Or in another reading, “Wyrd is strongest 
of all.”133 The Anglo-Saxon Dream of the Rood makes several referenc-
es to Wyrd while recounting Christian mythology.134 The missionary 
king Alfred tried to redefine the terms: “What we call Wyrd is really 
the work of God....”135 

Though the clergy repressed mention of the Fate Goddess over 
several centuries, popular culture kept her alive. Wyrd resurfaces, still 

“what Wyrd wove for me...”
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The Webs of Wyrd

vigorous, in secular literature after 1300. Weird or Werd remained a 
common English name for Fate to the end of the middle ages. “Werd 
drives the world’s things to the end.”136 The name also referred to the 
destinies the Fates shaped at birth: Whan thei at my nativite/ My 
weerdes setten as they wolde. (When they at my birth set my weirds as 
they would.)137

Attempts to assimilate Wyrd’s powers to the Christian god begin as 
early as the 7th century. In the Beowulf epic, the fateful webs of war 
are christianized: “the Lord gave the people of the Weders webs to 
speed them in their battles.”138 Around 1300, the Curson Manuscript 
replaces the fate goddess with Jesus, who “weirded er unto the bliss 
(destined a soul for heaven).”139 Eventually the priests succeeded in 
recasting Wyrd as Providence, an attribute of the Christian god; “...
but for some time during the transition period Wyrd is remembered 
in Old English writings as all-powerful with the Christian God him-
self subject to her power.”140 A manuscript of the early 1400s praises 
“the werdes of my gracious goddis, the grettest in erde.”141

The Three Weird Sisters

 Wyrd becomes plural in the Middle English of 1385, when Chaucer 
wrote of the Werdis that we clepyn destene (“the Weirds that we call 
Destiny”).142 Elsewhere he called them the fatal sustrin, anglicizing 
the old Latin phrase sorores fatales.143 Then, around 1420, the Thre 
Werd Systeris appear in the Wyntoun Chronicles.144 The Complaynt of 
Scotland (1548) also mentions a story of the thre weirdsystirs.145 

In 1577, Hollinshed’s Chronicles referred to “the prophesie of three 
women supposed to be the weird sisters or feiries.”146 (Notice that he 
connected the faeries to the Weirds.) As Macbeth and Banquo jour-
neyed through the woods and fields, he wrote, 

there met them three women in strange and wild apparell,  
resembling creatures of elder world...147 

Fifty years later, Heylin added witches to these connections:  

These two ...were mette by three Fairies, or Witches  
(Weirds the Scots calle them).148  
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WITCHES AND PAGANS

Shakespeare drew on these earlier accounts of the Three Weird  
Sisters for one of his most popular plays. He sets the scene in Mac-
Beth: “A cavern. In the middle, a boiling cauldron. Thunder. Enter the 
three Witches.”149

 

MacBeth: How now, you secret, black and midnight hags!  
      What is’t you do?

[The Witches]: A deed without a name.150 

Shakespeare still understood the Three Sisters as foreknowing 
Beings, and showed their prophecies coming to fruition. But he also 
called them “witches,” like the women being hunted in his own time. 
They meet on the open heath and gather in a cavern to chant around a 
steaming cauldron. These are no mortal women, however, but haggard 
apparitions of goddesses:

 What are these?
 So withered and so wild in their attire,
 That look not like the inhabitants of the earth,
 And yet are on’t? Live you? Or are you aught 
 That man may question? You seem to understand me
 By each at once her choppy finger laying 
 Upon her skinny lips: You should be women
 And yet your beards forbid me to interpret 
 That you are so.153

The three crones are unimaginably old, self-possessed, foreknowing 
beings. Unfortunately, Shakespeare’s portrayal of the Weird Sisters 
(circa 1630) is heavily stained with witch-hunt doctrines. He shows 
them putting ghastly ingredients into their witches’ brew, including 

Elder, eldritch, eld
“Elder world,” or “eldritch world,” is an archaic name of the Otherworld, 

with eerie, even terrifying connota tions. The Online Etymological Diction ary 

is uncertain about its derivation, but suggests that it may be related to elf 

(compare Scottish variant elphrish). But Calvert Watkins views it as a  

compound of Old English el- “else, otherwise” and rice, “realm,” thus: 

“otherworld.”151 Weird and eld (a supernatural realm) were associated  

as late as 1863: “Stories of eld and weirddom are vanishing too.”152
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The Webs of Wyrd

parts of human bodies. In 
the playwright’s time, such 
accusations were killing 
real women, especially old 
ones. Bearded women, like 
the old Sisters in MacBeth, 
were among those at risk. 
A border English aphorism 
declared, “A hairy man’s a 
geary (wealthy) man, but a 
hairy wife’s a witch.”154 Old 
women tend to develop 
facial hair, but so do some 
young women. The saying 
shows how a woman who 
diverged from ordained 
femininity was endangered 
in the witch hunt era. 

The Fates survived in 
christianized disguise as a 
triad of saints, or as three la-
dies, three nuns, or three Marys. They were widely venerated as saints in 
Belgium under their old name the Three Sisters (dry-susters).155 In mod-
ern Flemish, especially in the Limburg region, they are called De Drie 
Gezusters.156 Other traditions refer to three women in white or black who 
sing at the birth of a child, or who become visible at summer solstice.157 

Similar folk imperatives created las tres Marías in Spain, who appear 
as the three spinning Marys, die drei Marien, or tras feyes in Alsace-Lor-
raine. These spirits are often spinners, as Italian used to say of the spring 
gossamer, “Look how much le tre Marie have spun tonight!”158

John Gilbert, “MacBeth Visits the  
Three Witches,” 1868
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